
CLASS 8th      

 _Date 31/07/20 

 

MATHS 

:SUBTRACTION: 

A) Subtract 8abc from  15abc 

B) Subtract 3ab from 5ab 

C) Subtract  35x from -2x 

D) Subtract 3a-4b+4c from 2a+3b-8c 

E) Subtract  a-6b+c from 5a-4b+7c  

F) Subtract 5x-8y+2z from  3z-4y-2x 

G) Subtract 6y-z-x from  

3x-2z-3y 

H) Subtract 6ax-2by+3cz from  6by-11ax-cz  

I) Subtract 10cz-2ax-3by from -5cz+2ax+9by  

J) Subtract  6p+4q-r+3 from 2r-5p-6 

K) Subtract 11q-7p+2r-1 from  2q-3r+4 

 

SCIENCE 

 

Write the important terms of lesson 11 "force and pressure"(if not written) in your cw copy.You have to learn all these terms 

too.(these terms were sent in whatsapp group) 

 

HINDI 

 

Do the exercises of Chapter 2 Subhaagi (Hindi Literature)in the book only and also learn them.Also write the Hard Words and word 

meanings as well as Writer's biography in the fair copy. 

 

 English  

Chapter 1 (question) 

 

1. What impression do you form about the man who had taken the dollar? 



 

Answer : Major Todd seems to a forgetful and careless person. He took the dollar from the speaker and forgot to return it. The 

speaker kept dropping hints but he still remained oblivious to his loan. 

2. Why had the speaker lent a dollar to Major Todd? Did he expect him to return his dollar? 

 

Answer : Major Todd was leaving for Bermuda. He had to give a dollar as change to the taxi. However, he did not have it and asked 

the speaker to give him one. Eventually, he totally forgot about it and the speaker did not think that he would ever repay him. Yes, 

the speaker expected him to return his dollar initially but lost hope later on. 

3. Write a paragraph on "friendship day''. Write about your best friend. In not more than 150 words. 

 

4. Write a letter to your best friend thanking him/ her for being in your life and how he / she is important in your life. 

5.letter and paragraph has to be written in both fair and homework note book. And question has to be done in homework 

notebook only.. 


